INTRODUCTION
Let X be a random variable with unknown density Ix and characteristic function <Px. Given X = z, the response Y follows a generalized linear model with likelihood (1.1) where' = g( 0 + (3z) and 0, {3 and "y are unknown parameters. We study testing H o : (j = 0 when a surrogate variable W is observed in place of X. This is a generalized linear measurement error model. Applications in epidemiology motivating our work are discussed by Carroll (1989) .
Frequently H o is tested using the usual score test statistic (1.2) where slv and S} are the sample variances of {Wi} and {Yi} respectively. Although this test has the correct level asymptotically, it may be inefficient. For example, when Y and W are conditionally independent given X, the efficient score test statistic is (1.3) where m(w) = E(XIW = w) and S~(w) is the sample variance of {m(Wi)}' Comparing (1.2) and (1.3) shows that the usual score test is inefficient when m(w) is nonlinear in w. See Tosteson and Tsiatis (1988) for further details.
Since m(w) is usually unknown, it must be estimated in order to construct an asymptotically efficient score test. In this paper we present a method of estimating m(w) based on {Wi} only, and then use this estimator to construct an asymptotically efficient test. We consider the additive measurement error model,
where Z is indepench'nt of (1", X) .
We assume that the error density Iz is known, symmetric, and has finite second moment, and that its characteristic function <pz(t) is nonzero for all real t. The deconvolution kernel density estimator of Stefanski and Carroll (1988) is used to estimate lx, which for known Iz yields an estimator of m(w). From this, we construct a fully efficient score test.
In the course of proving the efficiency of our test we investigate the performance of the estimator of m(w). Although estimation of Ix is difficult when Iz is smooth, estimation of m(w) is feasible more generally. For example, Carroll and Hall (1988) have shown that unless it is assumed that fx has more than two bounded derivatives, the best achievable mean squared error rate of convergence of any estimator of fx is of order {10g(n)}-2 when fz is normal and of order n-4 / 9 when fz is Laplacian. The estimator proposed by Stefanski and Carroll (1988) achieves these rates. In contrast,
we show that the pointwise expected mean squared error of our estimator of m(w) decreases at the rates of n -4/7 and n -4/5 for normal and Laplacian errors respectively. We suspect that these rates are optimal although we have not pursued this problem. In general, the rate of convergence depends in a simple way on h~(t) = 4J~(t)j4Jz(t).
CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS
Writing fx(z) = (27l")-1 Je-itl1J 4Jx(t)dt and fw(w) = (27l")-1 Je-itw 4Jx(t)4Jz(t)dt we have m(w) = E(XIW = w) = I zfz(w -z)fx(z)dz / I fz(w -z)fx(z)dz, (2.1) = w + (ij27l") 14J~(t)4Jx(t)e-itWdt/ fw(w), =w + (ij27l") I h~(t)4Jw(t)e-itwdt/ fw(w).
(2.2)
We propose an estimator based on (2.1), later giving an interpretation with respect to (2.2).
We and Carroll (1988) , Carroll and Hall (1988) , Stefanski (1989) , Liu and Taylor (1988a,b) and Fan (1988) for motivation of this estimator and more specialized properties.
x}, it follows that ix and iX,K have the same expectation. However, the variance of ix can be much larger than that of iX,K'
where 
corresponding to (2.2) , and thus performs the necessary truncation automatically.
If Z is normally distributed with mean zero and variance O'~, it follows from (2.2) that
(2.5)
In this case, m(w) has the form (2.5) with Iw and f~replaced by iw and i~respectively. 
APPLICATIONS
Practical issues related to the use of T are discussed in detail in another paper, (Stefanski and Carroll, 1989) , which also presents Monte Carlo evidence of the greater efficiency of T relative to Tu. We discuss these issues briefly here and give an example application.
The use of T requires specification of the error density, a kernel and {TIn}, as well as estimation/specification of~. Theorem 2 indicates that asymptotically T is invariant to the kernel, {TIn} and~over a wide range of choices. Furthermore, it can be shown that misspecification of the error density does not affect the asymptotic vaidity of T, although it does affect efficiency. Our experience suggests that T is reasonably insensitive to these auxilIary parameters in finite samples, although this is not guaranteed. Thus we employ T primarily as a means of examining the impact of measurement error on the usual test statistic.
As an illustration we consider logistic regression of breast cancer incidence on long-term log daily saturated fat intake in a cohort of 2888 women under the age of 50 at time examination.
The data are a subset of those analyzed by Jones, et ai. (1987) . We calculated T using the kernel K(t) = 3{sin(t)/t}4/(211") assuming both normal and double-exponential errors. In both cases we took O'z = .55, see Stefanski and Carroll (1989) Dp(:C,w) = :cPfz(w -:C)j Lp(t,w) = / Dp (:c,w)e-it"'d:c B(u,v,A) w)Dp(v, w)B(u, v, A) dudv.
Three lemmas are employed in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. In the following Cl < C2 < C3 < c.
are positive numbers used to bound certain constants encountered in the proofs. = Mp(w, fx) -itw J ufz(u) eitudu, from which (A.7) follows. We now complete the proof of (A.3). Note that by (A.6),
while by (A.6) and (A.7),
Furthermore, for any (a, b), since G is bounded and </>z is integrable,
Using (A.10) in (A.S) and (A.9) completes the proof.
completing the proof.
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